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Part (a)
The candidate was unable to provide an adequate explanation – i.e. that
there was not enough evidence of research, and the target market was
missed. The candidate also needed to say what the target market actually
was ("new competitor … with low-cost and environmentally sustainable
houses"). They further needed to use evidence from the resource to show
that this suits the Nelson market better than Macca Builders.
Part (b)
“Start innovating … build sustainable homes to compete … " is explained.
This part of the task does not ask for a disadvantage to identified solutions,
but giving a disadvantage could have helped with the justification of one
solution. There was an incorrect use of rangatiratanga in the answer.
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For Fully Explained, the candidate could have said that the proposed
solution would widen the target market in Nelson – “Revalue costs of
building” makes little sense. The solution of reducing the price needed to be
better explained than this. There was no use of the resource as evidence,
nor any explanation of how lower prices would help Macca Builders operate
successfully in the future (i.e. increase volume with lower profit margins).
Part (c)
A full explanation was given, in terms of cutting corners and potentially
creating safety risks, which may lead to fines and poor reputation.
Part (d)
A fully explained solution to only give a bonus if quality is checked, which
increases their skillset. The second solution is only described, and was very
similar to the first one.
Part (e)
The cause given is very vague, and the candidate has not used any
evidence from the resources to substantiate it. The effect identified refers to
Jenny being unfaithful, leading to high costs, which makes little sense.
There was no explanation to support the “extra stress” effect identified (i.e.
that it could lead to more shortcuts being taken).

